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Abstract
We consider several Bayesian multivariate spatial models for estimating the crash rates from differ-
ent kinds of crashes. Multivariate conditional autoregressive (CAR) models are considered to account
for the spatial effect. The models considered are fully Bayesian. A general theorem for each case is
proved to ensure posterior propriety under noninformative priors. The different models are compared
according to some Bayesian criterion. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is used for computation.
We illustrate these methods with Texas Crash Data.
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1. Introduction
The analysis of spatially correlated data has been an increasingly active area of both
methodological and applied statistical research. Sophisticated computer software known
as Geographical Information system (GIS) has allowed the scientists to incorporate geo-
graphical information about the phenomenon being studied. This motivated the statisticians
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to develop and analyze models that can account for spatial clustering and variation. The
conditional autoregressive (CAR) models [2] have found wide application for the analysis
of spatial data in a univariate setup.
In this paper, we will explore the extension of spatial models to a multivariate setup. Such
models are necessary to analyzemore than one type of events simultaneously, since a number
of different events may share the same set of risk factors.We will propose four multivariate
models to improve risk estimates. In the ﬁrst two models, the correlation among the regions
is induced by a random error term and this is a spatial analog of “shared component” models
proposed by [18]. The third model is a multivariate CAR model following a suggestion of
[20]. The fourth model will be based on the correlated CAR structure where the correlation
is induced through the scale parameters of the CAR model.
Since the CAR prior is usually improper, it is imperative to check the propriety of the
joint posterior. Usually a remedy to this problem is to introduce a suitably constrained
autoregression parameter which ensures a proper joint distribution for the resulting CAR
model (see Cressie [34], Sun et al [35] for univariate models; Gelfand and Vounatsu [36]
for multivariate CAR models). Instead we have considered here improper priors. One of
the main contributions of this paper is to provide sufﬁcient conditions to obtain a proper
posterior distribution for each of these four popular multivariate models. [14] provided
sufﬁcient conditions to obtain a proper posterior for the univariate CAR prior.We generalize
their result in several multivariate setups.
Themotivating example of our paper is from trafﬁc crashmapping.Transportation-related
injuries and deaths cause major health problems in the United States. Injuries and fatalities
occur in all transportation modes. In particular crashes involving motor vehicles account
for almost 95 percent of all transportation fatalities and most injuries. Despite the progress
made in highway safety in the past three decades, tens of thousands of people are still killed
and millions of people are injured in motor vehicle crashes each year in this country. For
example, 42,000 people were killed in trafﬁc crashes, and almost 3.2 million more were
injured in 1998. This makes motor vehicle fatalities the leading cause of injury deaths in
the United States, accounting for about 29 percent of all injury deaths in recent years.
They are also responsible for as many preretirement years of life lost as cancer and heart
disease, about 1.2 million years annually. Societal economic losses from these crashes are
huge, estimated by the National Highway Trafﬁc Society (NHTSA) to exceed $150 billion
annually. Thus, much work remains to be done to develop a better understanding of the
cause of vehicle crashes and to prevent them [5].
Motor vehicle crashes are complex events involving the interactions of ﬁve major fac-
tors: the driver, the trafﬁc, the road, the vehicle and the environment (weather and lighting
condition) [23]. Among these factors, “driver error” has been identiﬁed as the main con-
tributing factor to a great percentage of vehicle crashes, and many research efforts are
being undertaken to better understand the human factors that cause or facilitate crashes.
Recognizing that “to err is human” and that driver behavior is affected by virtually all
elements of the roadway environment, highway engineers are constantly designing and
building (or redesigning and rebuilding) roadways to meet higher standards that are safer
for the traveler. This includes building roadways that are more “forgiving” when an error is
made, more conforming to the physical and operational demands of the vehicle, and better
meeting the riding expectancies of the driver [32]. The remarkable low fatality rate on the
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Interstate Highway System is an evidence of the impact of good roadway design on highway
safety [10].
However, many impediments keep highway engineers from achieving the desired design
and operational goals. These include lack of resources and a vast highway system that
needs to be built, maintained, operated and improved. Highway engineers continue to juggle
available resources to make incremental safety improvements, which often require them to
make difﬁcult decisions on the trade-off between cost and safety. Statistical models that
describe the relationship between vehicle crash frequency and different factors are one of
the major tools used by highway engineers to make their cost-safety trade-off decisions.
Thesemodels are typically named vehicle crash (accident) predictionmodels in the highway
safety literature.
Though highway safety community is a latecomer in the application of generalized linear
models (GLM) in data analysis, recently there a surge of applications of GLM in highway
safety research. The use of overdispersed Poisson, including the negative-binomial regres-
sion models and their variations has become very popular. Examples include Morris et al.
[28], Hauer [16],Miaou et al. [24],Miaou and Lum [26],Miaou [22],Miaou [23], Bonneson
and McCoy [4], Maher and Summersgill [19], Shankar et al. [30], andVogt and Bared [33].
Adjusting for the regression-to-the-mean and local effect has been an important problem
surrounding many “before-after” safety evaluation and problem site identiﬁcation studies
using empirical-Bayes estimators [16,7,12]. Also, the use of logistic and ordered probit
regression models has now become fairly common in studying the factors that affect the
crash severity [9,21].
Most of the above-mentioned papers ignore the spatial dependence among the crash data.
Avery recent exception isMiaou et al. [27]who studied the geographical pattern of accidents
in the state of Texas. The analysis of spatially referenced data has been an increasingly
active area of both methodological and applied statistical research. Sophisticated computer
programs known as GIS have revolutionized the analysis and display of such data sets,
through their ability to “layer” multiple data sources over a common study area. Finally,
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms enable the ﬁtting of complex hierarchical
models in a full Bayesian framework, permitting full posterior inference for underlying
parameters in complex model settings. That way one can avoid the naive empirical Bayes
analysis which usually underestimates uncertainties related to the model.
Roeleven et al. [29] considered a modeling situation with multiple type of accidents and
exploited GLM (Binomial regression) to obtain the risk estimates.As the risk set is large and
the chance of accident is small, usually the binomial regression is well-approximated by the
Poisson regression in most situations. However, in the present situation, this approximation
has several limitations. First, for these type of data, variation in the observed number of
accidents exceeds that expected from regular Poisson inference. In a given area, variation in
the observed number of accidents is partly due to Poisson sampling, but it is also subject to
extra-Poisson variation arising from variability in the accident rate within the area, which
results from heterogeneity in individual risk levels within the area. Bayesian inference is
more suitable for these problems as in addition to the observed events in each area, prior
information is used on the variability of accident rates in the overall map. Indeed, Bayesian
estimates of area-speciﬁc accident rates integrate these two types of information. Bayesian
estimates are close to the area-speciﬁc standardized accident rates, when based on a large
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number of accidents within the area, but with a few accidents, prior information over all
the areas will dominate, thereby shrinking standardized rates towards the overall mean
accident rate. Also, Roeleven et al. ignored the correlation among the types of accidents
and ﬁtted independent GLM models for each type of accident. Thus, they failed to borrow
strength or to share information from similar sources, as well as from the most directly
available sources to improve the risk estimates and the variance of their risk estimates
are inﬂated. They also did not consider the spatial pattern in accidents, i.e. the tendency
for geographically close areas to have similar accident rates. Expressing the geographical
dependence through prior information, a Bayesian approach shrinks the usual estimates of
the risk and other model parameters in an area towards a local mean, thereby producing
more stable estimates. Ignoring this spatial effect fails to provide a risk map, and also
the risk and other parameter estimates can have much larger variances due to this lack of
shrinkage.
We analyze trafﬁc crash data involvingmultivariate measurements which are the different
types of crashes.Multivariate spatialmodels are used.Thesemodels are necessary to analyze
more than one type of crash simultaneously, since a number of different crashes may share
the same set of risk factors. As an example, for different types of crashes, the risk factor
could be the excessive curvature or the bad condition of the road. The main purpose of this
work is to borrow strength or share information from similar sources, as well as use the
most directly available sources, to improve crash risk estimates. Estimation of crash risk for
a particular crash type may be improved by using information from other types of crash. A
Bayesian criterion is used to choose the best ﬁtted model for our data.
The outline of the remaining sections is as follows. In Section 2 of this paper, we re-
view brieﬂy the univariate hierarchical Bayesian model. Several versions of multivariate
hierarchical Bayesian models are introduced in Section 3. Data analysis based on both the
univariate and multivariate models is carried out in Section 4. Some concluding remarks
are made in Section 5. The proofs of some of the technical results are deferred to the
Appendix.
2. Univariate hierarchical model
Let y1, y2, . . . , yn denote the number of crashes in a given period of time for the n regions.
Conditional on  = (1, . . . , n)T , y1, . . . , yn are assumed to be independent with pdfs
p(yi |i ) = exp(yii −(i ))h(yi).
This is the one-parameter exponential family model.
Ghosh et al. [14] developed a hierarchical model as i = qi + xTi  + i + ei for
i = 1, . . . , n, where qi is a known parameter. The xi are region-level covariates , having
parameter coefﬁcient . The ei capture region-wide heterogeneity via an exchangeable
normal prior. Finally, the i are the parameters that make this a truly spatial model by
capturing regional clustering. The spatial random effects i and the random errors ei are
assumed to be mutually independent, Also the i have a pairwise difference prior with
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joint pdf
p() ∝ (2)−1/2 exp
⎧⎨
⎩− 122
∑
i =j
wij (i − j )2
⎫⎬
⎭ , (2.1)
where wij = wji are the known weights. Such priors were introduced, and used quite
extensively in Besag et al. [3]. The errors ei were assumed to be iid with 0mean and variance
2e . Finally, , 2e , and 2 were mutually independent and  ∼ Uniform(Rp), (2e)−1 ∼
G(a/2, b/2), and (2)−1 ∼ G(c/2, d/2). Throughout this paper, a random variable Z is
said to have a G(, p) distribution if it has a pdf of the form f (z) ∝ exp(−z)zp−1. The
joint posterior under the given prior is
(, , , e, r, re|y) ∝
∏
i
p(yi |i )
× rn/2e exp
{
− re
2
n∑
i=1
(i − qi − xTi  − i )2
}
× rn/2 exp
⎧⎨
⎩− r2
∑
1 i<ln
wil(i − l )2
⎫⎬
⎭
× r(d/2)−1 exp
(
−cr
2
)
r
(b/2)−1
e exp
(
−are
2
)
, (2.2)
where r = −2 and re = −2e .
Ghosh et al. [14] provided sufﬁcient conditions to ensure propriety of the posterior.
The Bayesian analysis to obtain samples from the posterior distributions of the unknown
parameters was implemented by the MCMC technique. The full conditionals needed for
such implementation are available in Ghosh et al. [14].
3. Multivariate hierarchical models
3.1. Introduction
In this section, we propose four multivariate hierarchical Bayesian spatial models. Let
yi = (yi1, . . . , yiq)T , i = 1, . . . , n denote the n response vectors. For our speciﬁc example,
the responses are the numbers of crashes at n regions due to q different causes. Analogous
to the previous section, we begin with the one-parameter exponential family model
p(yij |ij ) = exp[ij yij − (ij )]h(yij ), (3.1)
j = 1, . . . , q; i = 1, . . . , n. In the next stage, we model the ij as
ij = xTijj + ij + eij (j = 1, . . . , q; i = 1, . . . , n), (3.2)
where the xij are p-component column vectors.Wemay note that the regression coefﬁcients
are assumed to be cause-speciﬁc rather than common across all causes of crash. Writing
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i = (i1, . . . , iq )T , i = (i1, . . . , iq )T , ei = (ei1, . . . , eiq)T , T = (T1 , . . . , Tq ) and
Xi =
⎛
⎝ xTi1 · · · 0T· · · · · · · · ·
0T · · · xTiq
⎞
⎠, we can rewrite (3.2) as
i = Xi + i + ei , i = 1, . . . , n. (3.3)
Note that the Xi are matrices of order q × pq. In the above, the errors ei and the spatial
effects i are assumed to be mutually independent. Throughout this paper, we assume that
ei ∼ N(0,e) and rank(∑ni=1(Xi − X¯)T (Xi − X¯)) = pq.We will introduce various spatial
priors for the i in the next four subsections. In particular, we will consider various CAR
priors for the i . We will label these priors as CAR priors I–IV.
3.2. CAR Prior I
We ﬁrst consider the case when i = i1q , i = 1, . . . , n. This amounts to the assumption
that all the components of the spatial vector i in a given region are equal, i.e. the spatial
inﬂuence is not cause-speciﬁc. For 1, . . . , n, we consider the pairwise difference prior as
given in (2.1). At the ﬁnal stage of the hierarchical model, it is assumed that , r and e
are mutually independent with  ∼ uniform(Rp), r ∼ G(a/2, b/2), and e has an inverse
Wishart distribution with pdf
(e) ∝ |e|−(	+q+1)/2exp[−(1/2)tr(−1e A)].
This distribution will be written symbolically as IW(A, 	). Now writing
y = (y11, . . . , y1q, . . . , yn1, . . . , ynq)T ,  = (1, . . . , n)T and T = (T1 , . . . , Tn ), the
joint posterior is given by
(, , ,e, r|y)
∝
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
×|e|−n/2 exp
{
−1
2
n∑
i=1
(i − i1q − Xi)T−1e (i − i1q − Xi)
}
×rn/2 exp
⎧⎨
⎩− r2
∑
1 i<ln
wil(i − l )2
⎫⎬
⎭
×|e|−(	+q+1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
×r(b/2)−1 exp
(
−ar
2
)
. (3.4)
The prior for  is improper.We present a general theorem ensuring propriety of the posterior.
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Theorem 3.1. Assume a > 0, n + b > 0, and n > pq + q − 	+ 1. Then, if∫ ∞
−∞
exp{yij− ()}d < ∞ (3.5)
for all yij , the joint posterior pdf of the ij given y is proper.
The proof of the theorem is deferred to Appendix A.
Remark 1. Assumption (3.5) holds for the Poisson model if and only if yij > 0 for all i and
j. This is speciﬁcally suited for the present application related to highway trafﬁc crashes. In
the case when yij is Binomial(nij , pij ), (3.5) holds when 1yij nij −1 for all i and j.We
just point out that (3.5) may not hold in all small area estimation problems. For example, if
yij denotes the count of deaths in a small geographical area due to a rare disease (such as
lung cancer), it is possible to have yij = 0 for certain areas in a small time interval.
Direct evaluation of the posterior of the ij given y involves high-dimensional numerical
integration and is not computationally feasible. Instead the Gibbs sampler is used requir-
ing generation of samples from the full conditional distributions of the parameters. These
conditionals are given by
r|, , ,e, y ∼ Gamma
⎛
⎝1
2
⎛
⎝ ∑
1 i<ln
wil(i − l )2 + a
⎞
⎠ , n + b
2
⎞
⎠ ,
e|, , , r, y ∼ IW
(
A +
n∑
i=1
(i − i − Xi)(i − i − Xi)T , n + 	
)
,
|, ,e, r, y ∼ Np(,),
 =
(∑n
i=1 XTi 
−1
e Xi
)−1 (∑n
i=1 XTi 
−1
e (i − i1q)
)
,  =
(∑n
i=1 XTi 
−1
e Xi
)−1
,
i |, , l (l = i),e, r, y
∼ N
(
(i − Xi)T−1e 1q + rwi+¯i
1Tq −1e 1q + rwi+
,
1
1Tq −1e 1q + rwi+
)
,
where wi+ = ∑l =i wli and ¯i = ∑l =i wlil/wi+,
(i |l (l = i), , ,e, r, y) ∝
∏
j
p(yij |ij )
× exp
{
−1
2
(i − i1q − Xi)T−1e (i − i1q − Xi)
}
.
The full conditionals for r, e and  are standard, and it is easy to generate samples from
them. Also, the conditionals of the i are log-concave , so that one can use the adaptive
rejection sampling [15] to generate samples from these conditionals.
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3.3. CAR Prior II
The model considered in the previous subsection is based on the assumption that all
the components of i , the ith the spatial effect vector are the same (i = 1, . . . , n). In this
subsection, we consider the situation when the vectors (1j , . . . , nj ) (j = 1, . . . , q) are
mutually independent, and 1j , . . . , nj have the joint prior
(1j , . . . , nj |rj ) ∝ rn/2j exp
⎧⎨
⎩−
rj
2
∑
1 i<ln
wil(ij − lj )2
⎫⎬
⎭ .
Also, we assign the same prior distributions for all the other parameters as in the previous
section. Then the joint posterior is given by
(, , ,e, r|y) ∝
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
× |e|−n/2 exp
{
−1
2
n∑
i=1
(i − i − Xi)T−1e (i − i − Xi)
}
×
q∏
j=1
⎡
⎣rn/2j exp
⎧⎨
⎩−
rj
2
∑
1 i<ln
wil(ij − lj )2
⎫⎬
⎭
⎤
⎦
× |e|−(	+q+1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
×
q∏
j=1
r
bj /2−1
j exp
(
−aj rj
2
)
,
where r = (r1 , . . . , rq )T . The following theorem is provided to ensure posterior propri-
ety under diffuse prior for .
Theorem 3.2. Assume aj > 0, n+ bj > 0, j = 1, . . . , q, and n > pq + q − 	+ 1. Then,
if (3.5) holds, the joint posterior pdf of the ij given y is proper.
The proof of the theorem is deferred to Appendix B.
The full conditionals required for Gibbs sampling are given by
rj |, , ,e, y ∼ Gamma
⎛
⎝1
2
⎛
⎝ ∑
1 i<ln
wil(ij − lj )2 + aj
⎞
⎠ , n + bj
2
⎞
⎠ ,
e|, , , r, y ∼ IW
(
A +
n∑
i=1
(i − i − Xi)(i − i − Xi)T , n + 	
)
,
|, ,e, r, y ∼ Np(,),
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where
 =
(∑n
i=1 X
T
i 
−1
e Xi
)−1∑n
i=1 X
T
i 
−1
e (i − i )
and  =
(∑n
i=1 X
T
i 
−1
e Xi
)−1
,
i |, , l (= i),e, r, y ∼ N(,),
where
 =
(
(−1e + wi+R)−1
(
−1e (i − Xi) +
Rwi+i+
2
))
,
 =
(
−1e + Rwi+
)−1
,
and R = Diag(r1 , . . . , rq ).
(i |j (j = i)), , ,e, r, y) ∝
∏
j
p(yij |ij )
× exp
{
−1
2
(i − i − Xi)T−1e (i − i − Xi)
}
.
3.4. CAR Prior III
The ﬁrst two spatial models do not induce correlation among the types of crashes directly.
In this section, we consider a different Bayesian version of a multivariate CAR model ﬁrst
introduced by Mardia [20]. Carlin and Banerjee [6] considered a special case which is
what we consider. Under this framework, conditional on V, the spatial effect is given by
V−1 = (D − W) ⊗ . Here ⊗ is the Kronecker product, D = Diag(m1, . . . , mn), mi
being the number of neighbors for the ith region;W is the adjacency matrix; −1 describe
the relative variability and covariance relationships between the different crashes given
the neighboring sites;  ∈ (0, 1) is the propriety parameter for V to prevent any possible
singularities in it. Thus, V−1 may be looked upon as the Kronecker product of two partial
precision matrices: D − W for spatial components, and  for variation across crashes.
We assume a beta (c, d) prior for  and a Wishart (s,B) prior for . Other prior speciﬁ-
cations remain the same as in the previous section. Then the joint posterior is given by
(, , ,e, ,|y) ∝
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
× |e|−n/2 exp
[
−1
2
n∑
i=1
(i − i − Xi)T−1e (i − i − Xi)
]
× |D − W|q/2||n/2 exp
(
−1
2
TV−1
)
c−1(1 − )d−1
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× |e|−(	+q+1)/2 exp
[
−1
2
tr(−1e A)
]
× ||(s−q−1)/2 exp
[
−1
2
tr(B)
]
.
The following theorem is proved to ensure the propriety of the posterior.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose n+ s > q, n+ 	 > q, and (3.5) holds. Then the joint posterior pdf
of the ij given y is proper.
The proof of the theorem is deferred to Appendix C.
In this case, the full conditionals are given by
e|, , , ,, y ∼ IW
(
A +
n∑
i=1
(i − i − Xi)(i − i − Xi)T , n + 	
)
,
|, ,e, ,, y ∼ MN(,),
where
 =
(∑n
i=1 X
T
i 
−1
e Xi
)−1 (∑n
i=1 X
T
i 
−1
e (i − i )
)
and  =
(∑n
i=1 X
T
i 
−1
e Xi
)−1
,
i |, , −i ,e, ,, y ∼ N(∗,∗),
where
∗ = [−1e + (mi − wii)]−1
and ∗ = ∗
⎡
⎣−1e (i − Xi + 12
∑
j (=i)
(wij )ij
⎤
⎦ ,
(|, , ,e,, y) ∝ |D − W|q/2c−1(1 − )d−1,
|, , ,e, , y ∼ Wishart(B, n + s),
(i |j (j =i), , ,e,V, y) ∝
∏
j
p(yij |, , ,e,V)
× exp
{
−1
2
(i − i − Xi)T−1e (i − i − Xi)
}
.
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3.5. CAR prior IV
In this section, we develop a novel correlated CAR (CCAR) priors for spatial random ef-
fectswhere the scale parameters, say, rj vary across the different components j = 1, . . . , q.
Also, we assume that the logarithms of the scale parameters have a joint multivariate nor-
mal distribution. Writing  = (
1, . . . , 
q)T = (logr1 , . . . , logrq )T , we assume that
 ∼ Nq(0,). Now the spatial models for different crash types are correlated through
the scale parameters and we can measure the strength of the correlation as well. The other
components of the model remain the same as in the previous section. We ﬁrst prove the
following theorem which provides sufﬁcient conditions for the propriety of the posterior.
Theorem 3.4. Assume n + 	 > 0 and (3.5) holds. Then the joint posterior pdf of the ij
given y is proper.
The proof of the theorem is deferred to Appendix D.
The full conditionals are given by

j |, , ,e, l (l = j), y
∝ exp
{

j n − exp(
j )
∑
1 i<ln wil(ij − lj )2 − T−1 
2
}
,
e|, , , , y ∼ IW
(
A +
n∑
i=1
(i − i − Xi)(i − i − Xi)T , n + 	
)
,
|, ,e, , y ∼ MN(,),
where  and  are the same as in the previous section.
i |, , −i ,e, , y ∼ N(,),
where  and  are the same as in the previous section, and R = Diag(exp(
1), . . . ,
exp(
q)).
(i |j (j =i), , ,e, , y) ∝
∏
j
p(yij |ij )
× exp
{
−1
2
(i − i − Xi)T−1e (i − i − Xi)
}
.
3.6. Model choice
Spiegelhalter et al. [31] proposed the deviance information criterion (DIC) to compare
complex hierarchical models and DIC reﬂects the ﬁt and complexity of the models in which
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the number of parameters are not obviously speciﬁed. DIC is a generalization of the well-
knownAkaike Information Criterion (AIC) and is based on the posterior distribution of the
deviance statistic
D() = −2 log(p(y|)) + 2 log(f (y)),
where p(y|) is the likelihood function for the observed data vector y given the parameter
vector , and f (y) is some standardizing function of the data alone. For the Poisson model,
f (y) is usually set as the saturated likelihood, i.e., f (y) = p(y| = y), where  is a vector
of the statistical means of vector y. Note that  is the lowest-level parameter vector in a
hierarchical model.
The ﬁt and complexity of hierarchical models are shown by D¯ the posterior mean of
the deviance D and the effective number of parameters pD respectively. The posterior
expectation of the deviance for the ﬁt of a model is deﬁned as
D¯ = E|y(D).
The number of effective parameters pD for the complexity of a model is deﬁned as
pD = E|y(D) − D(E|y()) = D¯ − D(¯).
Finally, a deviance information criterion (DIC) is deﬁned as
DIC = D¯ + pD.
DIC can be easily obtained at end of MCMC analysis by monitoring  and D() during the
simulation and smaller value of DIC represents better ﬁtting of model.
4. Data analysis
Texas Department of Transportation is structured into 25 districts and each contains 6
to 17 counties. The 254 counties are divided among the districts. Since climates and soil
conditions in Texas vary considerably, design, maintenance, planning of roads are primarily
accomplished locally.The department hasmaintained the crash data by separating four types
of crash based on a location in which a trafﬁc crash occurs:
• Intersection crash: A trafﬁc crash which occurs within the limits of an intersection.
• Intersection-related crash: A trafﬁc crash which (1) occurs on an approach to or exit
from an intersection and (2) result from an activity, behavior or control related to the
movement of trafﬁc units through the intersection.
• Driveway access crash: A trafﬁc crash (1) occurs a driveway access or (2) involves a
road vehicle entering or leaving another roadway by way of on a driveway access.
• Non-intersection crash: A trafﬁc crash that is not intersection crash, intersection-related
crash, and driveway access crash.
We also consider three covariates in this paper:
• Wet: A surrogate variable to represent weather variations.
• Curve: A surrogate variable to capture spatial variations in percent of sharp horizontal
curves.
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• Obj: A surrogate variable indicating spatial variations in roadside conditions.
The interaction terms between covariates are involved in the model.
Let Yij be the number of jth type of reported KAB crashes in county i, i = 1, . . . , n(=
251), j = 1, . . . , q(= 4). At the ﬁrst level of hierarchy, conditional on mean ij , Yij are
assumed to be mutually independent and
Yij ∼ Poisson(ij ).
The mean of the Poisson is modeled
ij = ijij ,
where ij is an offset (in million of vehicle-miles traveled, or MVMT) and ij is the KAB
crash rate. Since the rate has to be nonnegative, it is structured as
ij = log(ij ) = log(ij ) + log(ij ) = log(ij ) + xTi j + ij + eij ,
where xi is the ith covariates, j is the jth regression coefﬁcient, ij is the spatial random
effect for the ith county and jth type of crash, and eij ’s are exchangeable random effects.
For simplicity of notation, we can rewrite the expression as
i = Xi + i + ei ,
where Xi = Iq ⊗ xTi ,  = (T1 , . . . , Tq )T , and xTi is a p × 1 row vector for county i. i’s
can be expressed as a N(= n × q) × 1 column matrix  = (T1 , . . . , Tn )T and the model
is given by
 = X +  + e,
where XT = (XT1 , . . . ,XTn )T ,  = (T1 , . . . , Tn )T , and e = (eT1 , . . . , eTn )T . In this study,
known weights in the CAR models are given by wij = 1/dij , where dij is the Great Circle
distance between the centroid of county i and j.
Prior distributions of all parameters in the model are speciﬁed as those in previous section
and four types of spatial priors for multivariate models are considered in this analysis.
Posterior propriety for each proposed spatial prior is ensured through the theorems with the
integrability of the likelihood. Let ij = log(ij ) and (ij ) = exp(ij ). Then, the integral
in the theorems is replaced by∫ ∞
0

yij−1
ij exp(−ij )dij < ∞,
which holdwhen yij = 1, 2, . . . .Therefore, all proposed theorems hold for Poissonmodels
with additional requirement yij = 1, 2, . . . .
As mentioned earlier, posterior inference is carried out by MCMC and Gibbs sampler is
implemented formost of the parameterswhose full conditionals are available in closed form.
The rest of them are sampled using Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. It is only necessary to
replace the one-parameter exponential family density by the Poisson density in the full
conditionals and note that sampling step for  depends on the likelihood function. For
speciﬁcation of the hyperparameters, we use gamma priors with aj = 0.2 and bj = 0.2
(mean=1, variance=10) are placed on rj , inverse Wishart prior 	 = 4 = q and A with
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Fig. 1. Sensitivity analysis for the choice of hyper-parameters of the inverseWishart distribution using the estimates
of the regression and risk parameters.
diagonals 1000 and off-diagonals 0.005 is speciﬁed for the prior of e, and Beta(18, 2)
prior distribution is assigned to .
We have used all of our models to ﬁt the data and performed a model comparison to select
the best one using the criterion DIC values which are presented in Table 1. In the table,
for model 3, “single” indicates that j ’s are common over different types of crashes and
“multiple” means that j ’s vary over different types of crashes. It is clear that correlated
CAR and multivariate CAR with unknown  is performing well. We will present other
results based on the correlated CAR model, Model 4.
We also compared our model with the independent Poisson regression models (with
the spirit of Roeleven et al. [29]) without spatial and within response correlations. As ex-
pected, the standard deviations of all the estimated parameters are much larger and number
of signiﬁcant variables are less than the results obtained from any of the Bayesian mod-
els. It identiﬁes some of the important main effects like Wet(Int), curve (Dri), obj(int) as
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Table 1
DIC and effective number of parameters pD for competing models
pD DIC
Model 1 516.8 1480.3
Model 2 481.1 1399.6
Model 3 (with ﬁxed  = 1) 462.8 1391.0
Model 3 (with single, unknown ) 459.6755 1391.2
Model 3 (with multiple, unknown ) 457.5247 1385.9
Model 4 455.0 1385.2
Model 1 = Model with same Spatial effect, Model 2 = Model with independent CAR, Model 3 = Model with
multivariate CAR and different choices of , and Model 4 = Model with correlated CAR.
Table 2
Posterior summaries for regression coefﬁcients for Model 4
Regression coefﬁcient 2.5% 50% 97.5%
Wet(Int)* 0.002368 0.030970 0.059490
Wet(Int-Re)* 0.004350 0.040030 0.074600
Wet(Dri) −0.049490 −0.001993 0.04473
Wet(Non) −0.001146 0.013580 0.027570
Curve (Int)* 0.011050 0.022120 0.035830
Curve (Int-Re)* 0.004510 0.018090 0.035070
Curve (Dri)* 0.023950 0.03993 0.058360
Curve (Non)* 0.018280 0.026390 0.034630
Obj (Int)* −0.094790 −0.080800 −0.067920
Obj (Int-Re)* −0.080970 −0.063400 −0.046900
Obj (Dri)* −0.095990 −0.074590 −0.053610
Obj (Non)* −0.019450 −0.011260 −0.003554
Wet*Curve (Int)* −0.014910 −0.011450 −0.007936
Wet*Curve (Int-Re)* −0.020610 −0.016320 −0.011930
Wet*Curve (Dri)* −0.022040 −0.016220 −0.01019
Wet*Curve (Non)* −0.006721 −0.005007 −0.003294
Wet*Obj (Int)* −0.023780 −0.019280 −0.014720
Wet*Obj (Int-Re)* −0.028210 −0.022510 −0.016770
Wet*Obj (Dri)* −0.031700 −0.024480 −0.017030
Wet*Obj (Non)* −0.010770 −0.008458 −0.006040
Curve*Obj (Int) −0.002536 −0.000774 0.000840
Curve*Obj (Int-Re) −0.001353 0.000743 0.002670
Curve*Obj (Dri) −0.003448 −0.000680 0.001893
Curve*Obj (Non) −0.001201 −0.000343 0.000535
∗ Indicates that the HPD set does not cover 0 and it is signiﬁcant one.
nonsigniﬁcant. Also the DIC corresponding to this model is 3069.2, much higher than any
of the proposed Bayesian models.
Sensitivity analyses with respect to several prior speciﬁcations have been conducted for
model 4 and the results appeared to be robust.We illustrate one of these sensitivity analyses
for the prior of e. For the degree of freedom (DF) for inverse Wishart hyperprior, we
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Fig. 2. Plot of the posterior distributions of the correlation coefﬁcients between the responses. Correlation coefﬁ-
cients corresponding to (a) intersection and intersection-related, (b) intersection vs. driveway access, (c) intersec-
tion vs. nonintersection, (d) intersection-related vs. driveway access, (e) intersection-related vs. nonintersection,
(f) driveway access vs. nonintersection.
adapted the least informative choice corresponding to 	 = 4, the number of variables. The
scale matrix A is speciﬁed to vary the diagonals. The off-diagonals of the scale matrix are
given by 0.005. Three values of diagonals are considered, 1, 10, and 1000. The results are
shown in Fig. 1. The ﬁrst plot is for estimated regression coefﬁcients and the second plot
is for estimated log crash risk rate of a type of crash, Intersection. It is clear from the plots
that the estimates are not that sensitive to the change of prior speciﬁcations.
We present the posterior summaries of the regression parameters corresponding to the
covariates and their interactions for each of the responses in Table 2.
From Table 2 it is clear that the covariates wet, curve, and obj has signiﬁcant effect
on intersection and intersection-related crashes. Also the interaction between wet–curve
and wet–obj is signiﬁcant. For driveway and nonintersection crash, two main covariates,
curve and obj, are only signiﬁcant and similarly two signiﬁcant interactions, wet–curve and
wet–obj, are given. An interaction, curve–obj, is not signiﬁcant over all types of crashes.
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Fig. 3. Predicted map for different types of crash.
Altogether the covariate wet is not always signiﬁcant over different crashes and curve–obj is
not signiﬁcant over all crashes, the other two covariates curve and obj and two interactions,
wet–curve and wet–obj, have signiﬁcant effect.
We have also plotted the posterior distributions of the correlations of the spatial scale
parameters  in Fig. 2. All of the parameters have signiﬁcant positive correlations which
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is expected. Higher correlation has been seen among intersection, intersection-related and
driveway crashes. All these responses have lower but signiﬁcant positive correlation with
nonintersection crash.
Form the MCMC simulation results we can obtain the posterior distribution of the risk
parameters . The predicted riskmaps based on the posteriormean estimates of  at different
regions has been presented in Fig. 3. It is clear that east Texas has higher crash risk than
the west. By further investigation of the maps, we found the high-risk sites for each type
of crashes are rural areas near to the big cities like Dallas, Austin, San Antonio, and Fort
Worth. Limited by the rolling terrain in the eastern counties, roadways in rural area tend
to have less driver-friendly characteristics with, e.g., more horizontal and vertical curves,
restricted sight-distance, and less forgiving roadside development (e.g. tree closer to the
travelway and steeper side-slopes). In addition, with more and larger urbanized areas in the
ease, rural roads tend to have higher roadside development scores, higher access density,
and narrow lanes and/or shoulder [11] which may be the reason of high-risk accidents at
those areas.
5. Summary and conclusion
In this paper, we have provided several spatial priors for Bayesian multivariate hierar-
chical models and sufﬁcient conditions to ensure posterior propriety under noninformative
prior for all the proposed models. These models are useful tools for spatially correlated
multivariate data in order to analyze all response variables simultaneously. As future work,
it is an interesting topic to apply statistical ranking criteria to identify sites on a road network
for further engineering inspection and safety improvement. A future study in transportation
application is to explore some of the issues raised regarding ranking methodology in the
light of recent statistical developments in spatio-temporal generalized linear mixedmodels.
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Appendix A
Proof of Theorem 1. Let zi = i−n (i = 1, . . . , n−1) and zn = 0.Then, the transformed
posterior is
(, , z, n,e, r|y)
∝
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
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× exp
{
−1
2
n∑
i=1
(i − Xi − (zi + n)1q)T−1e (i − Xi − (zi + n)1q)
}
× exp
⎧⎨
⎩− r2
∑
1 i<ln
wil(zi − zl)2
⎫⎬
⎭ rn/2
×|e|−(	+n+q+1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
×r(b/2)−1 exp
(
−ar
2
)
,
where z = (z1, . . . , zn−1)T . Writing ci = i − Xi − zi1q , c¯ = n−1∑ni=1 ci , one has
n∑
i=1
(n1q − ci )T−1e (n1q − ci ) = n2n(1Tq −1e 1q) − 2nn(1Tq −1e c¯) +
n∑
i=1
cTi 
−1
e ci
= n(1Tq −1e 1q)
(
n −
1Tq −1e c¯
1Tq −1e 1q
)2
+
n∑
i=1
cTi 
−1
e ci
− n(1
T
q 
−1
e c¯)
2
1Tq −1e 1q
.
Now integrating with respect to n,
(, , z,e, r|y) ∝
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
× (1Tq −1e 1q)−1/2 exp
{
−1
2
(
n∑
i=1
cTi 
−1
e ci −
n(1Tq −1e c¯)2
1Tq −1e 1q
)}
× exp
⎡
⎣− r
2
⎧⎨
⎩a +
∑
1 i<ln
wil(zi − zl)2
⎫⎬
⎭
⎤
⎦ r((n+b)/2)−1
× |e|−(	+n+q+1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
.
Next, by the inequality
n∑
i=1
cTi 
−1
e ci −
n(1Tq −1e c¯)2
1Tq −1e 1q
=
n∑
i=1
(ci − c¯)T−1e (ci − c¯) + n
[
c¯T−1e c¯ −
(1Tq −1e c¯)2
1Tq −1e 1q
]

n∑
i=1
(ci − c¯)T−1e (ci − c¯)
=
n∑
i=1
[gi − (Xi − X¯)]T−1e [gi − (Xi − X¯)],
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where gi = i − ¯ − (zi − z¯)1q (i = 1, . . . , n), one gets
(, , z,e, r|y)
K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
×(1Tq −1e 1q)−1/2 exp
[
−1
2
n∑
i=1
{gi − (Xi − X¯)}T−1e {gi − (Xi − X¯)}
]
× exp
⎡
⎣− r
2
⎧⎨
⎩a +
∑
1 i<ln
wil(zi − zl)2
⎫⎬
⎭
⎤
⎦ r((n+b)/2)−1
×|e|−(	+n+q+1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
,
where in the above and in what follows,K(> 0) is a generic constant. Next integrating with
respect to ,
(, z,e, r|y)
K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )(1Tq −1e 1q)−1/2|∗|1/2
× exp
[
−1
2
n∑
i=1
{gi − (Xi − X¯)∗}T−1e {gi − (Xi − X¯)∗}
]
× exp
⎡
⎣− r
2
⎧⎨
⎩a +
∑
1 i<ln
wil(zi − zl)2
⎫⎬
⎭
⎤
⎦ r((n+b)/2)−1
×|e|−(	+n+q+1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
,
where −1∗ =
∑n
i=1(Xi − X¯)T−1e (Xi − X¯) and ∗ = −1∗ [
∑n
i=1(Xi − X¯)T−1e gi].
The above is bounded above by
(, z,e, r|y)  K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )(1Tq −1e 1q)−1/2|∗|1/2
× exp
⎡
⎣− r
2
⎧⎨
⎩a +
∑
1 i<ln
wil(zi − zl)2
⎫⎬
⎭
⎤
⎦ r((n+b)/2)−1
× |e|−(	+n+q+1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
.
Next observe that
∑∑
1 i<ln wil(zi − zl)2 = zTW∗z, where
W∗ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
∑n
l=1 w1,l −w1,2 · · · −w1,n−1−w2,1 ∑nl=1 w2,l · · · −w2,n−1
...
...
. . .
...
−wn−1,1 wn−1,2 · · · ∑nl=1 wn−1,l
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
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Hence, integrating ﬁrst with respect to z and then with respect to r, one gets
(,e|y)  K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )(1Tq −1e 1q)−1/2|∗|1/2
× |e|−(	+n+q+1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
.
Let 12 · · · q denote the eigenvalues of e. Then, −1q is the smallest eigenvalue of
−1e . Now by the inequalities (1Tq −1e 1q)−1/21/2q q−1/2 and |∗|1/2 = |
∑n
i=1(Xi −
X¯)T−1e (Xi − X¯)|−1/2pq/2q |
∑n
i=1(Xi − X¯)T (Xi − X¯)|−1/2,
1Tq −1e 1q)−1/2||1/2|e|−(	+n+q+1)/2
K(pq+1)/2q
⎛
⎝ q∏
j=1
j
⎞
⎠
−(n+q+	+1)/2
=
⎛
⎝q−1∏
j=1
−1j
⎞
⎠
(n+q+	+1)/2
(−1q )(n+q+	−pq)/2
= K
⎛
⎝ q∏
j=1
−1j
⎞
⎠
(n+q+	−pq)/2⎛
⎝q−1∏
j=1
−1j
⎞
⎠
(pq+1)/2
K|e|−(n+q+	−pq)/2
⎛
⎝ 1
q − 1
q−1∑
j=1
−1j
⎞
⎠
(q−1)(pq+1)/2
K|e|−(n+q+	−pq)/2
⎛
⎝ q∑
j=1
−1j
⎞
⎠
(q−1)(pq+1)/2
= K|e|−(n+q+	−pq)/2[tr(−1e )](q−1)(pq+1)/2.
Since n > pq + q − 	+ 1, but for a constant multiple, |e|−(n+q+	−pq)/2exp
{− 12 tr−1e A}
represents the pdf of an inverseWishartmatrix (e being inverseWishart) withn+	−pq−1
degrees of freedom (see [1, p. 268]). Hence,∫
[tr(−1e )](q−1)(pq+1)/2|e|−(n+q+	−pq)/2 exp
[
−1
2
tr(−1e A)
]
de < ∞
since the integral is the positivemoment of the trace of aWishart matrix (−1e beingWishart)
times a constant. Thus,
(|y)K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij ).
The propriety of the posterior now follow from the assumption that
∫
p(yij |)d < ∞ for
all i and j. 
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Appendix B
Proof of Theorem 2. By the transformation zi = i − n (i = 1, . . . , n − 1) and zn = 0,
writing zT = (zT1 , . . . , zTn−1), the joint posterior is given by
(, , z, n,e, r|y)
∝
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
×|e|−n/2 exp
{
−1
2
n∑
i=1
(i − zi − n − Xi)T−1e (i − zi − n − Xi)
}
×|e|−(	+q+1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
×
q∏
j=1
r
n/2
j exp
⎧⎨
⎩−
rj
2
∑
1 i<ln
wil(zij − zlj )2
⎫⎬
⎭
×
q∏
j=1
r
(bj /2)−1
j exp
(
−aj rj
2
)
.
Let ci = i − zi − Xi, c¯ = n−1∑ni=1 ci . Then integrating with respect to n,
(, , z,e, r|y) ∝
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
× |e|−(n−1)/2 exp
[
−1
2
n∑
i=1
(ci − c¯)T−1e (ci − c¯)
]
×
q∏
j=1
r
n/2
j exp
⎧⎨
⎩−
rj
2
∑
1 i<ln
wil(zij − zlj )2
⎫⎬
⎭
× |e|−(	+q+1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
×
q∏
j=1
r
(bj /2)−1
j exp
(
−aj rj
2
)
.
Now writing ci − c¯ = gi − g¯ − (Xi − X¯), where gi = i − zi and X¯ = n−1
∑n
i=1 Xi ,
integration with respect to  yields
(, z,e, r|y)
∝
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
× exp
[
−1
2
n∑
i=1
(gi − g¯ − (Xi − X¯)∗)T−1∗ (gi − g¯ − (Xi − X¯)∗)
]
|∗|1/2
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×|e|−(	+n+q−p)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
×
q∏
j=1
⎡
⎣r((n+bj )/2)−1j exp
⎧⎨
⎩−
rj
2
⎛
⎝aj + ∑
1 i<ln
wil(zij − zlj )2
⎞
⎠
⎫⎬
⎭
⎤
⎦ ,
where as before−1∗ =
∑n
i=1(Xi−X¯)T−1e (Xi−X¯) and∗ = −1∗ [
∑n
i=1(Xi−X¯)T−1e gi].
Now, writing K(> 0) once again for a generic constant,
(, z,e, r|y)  K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )|∗|1/2|e|−(	+n+q)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
×
q∏
j=1
⎡
⎣r((n+bj )/2)−1j exp
⎧⎨
⎩−
rj
2
⎛
⎝aj + ∑
1 i<ln
wil(zij − zlj )2
⎞
⎠
⎫⎬
⎭
⎤
⎦ .
Next, integrating ﬁrst with respect to z and then with respect to r, one gets
(,e|y)  K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )|∗|1/2|e|−(	+n+q)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
.
Arguing as in the previous section, we get
(,e|y)  K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )[tr(−1e )](q−1)pq/2|e|−(n+q+	−pq)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
.
This leads to
(|y)K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij ),
after integration with respect to e. The result follows now from the condition of the
theorem. 
Appendix C
Proof of Theorem 3. Let gi = i −Xi (i = 1, . . . , n), and gT = (gT1 , . . . , gTn ). Now we
write
n∑
i=1
(i − Xi − i )T−1e (i − Xi − i ) + TV−1
= T (In ⊗ −1e +V−1) − 2gT (In ⊗ −1e ) + gT (In ⊗ −1e )g
= [ − (In ⊗ −1e +V−1)−1(In ⊗ −1e )g]T (In ⊗ −1e +V−1)
×[ − (In ⊗ −1e +V−1)−1(In ⊗ −1e )g]
+gT [(In ⊗ −1e ) − (In ⊗ −1e )(In ⊗ −1e +V−1)−1
×(In ⊗ −1e )]g.
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Noting that (In⊗−1e )−(In⊗−1e )(In⊗−1e +V−1)−1(In⊗−1e ) = [(In⊗−1e )−1+V]−1 =
C, say, integration with respect to  yields
(, ,e, ,|y) ∝
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
× |e|−n/2|In ⊗ −1e +V−1|−1/2 exp
(
−1
2
gT Cg
)
× |D − W|q/2||n/2c−1(1 − )d−1
× |e|−(	+q+1)/2 exp
[
−1
2
tr(−1e A)
]
× ||(s−q−1)/2 exp
[
−1
2
tr(B)
]
.
Next writing XT = (XT1 , . . . ,XTn ), and noting that rank (XT CX) = rank(X) = pq, T =
(T1 , . . . , 
T
n ),
gT Cg = T (XT CX) − 2T XT C + T C
= [ − (XT CX)−1XT C]T (XT CX)[ − (XT CX)−1XT C]
+T [C − CT X(XT CX)−1XT C].
Hence, integrating with respect to , one gets
(,e, ,|y) ∝
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
× |e|−n/2|In ⊗ −1e +V−1|−1/2|XT CX|−1/2
× exp
[
−1
2
T {C − CT X(XT CX)−1XT C}
]
× |D − W|q/2||n/2c−1(1 − )d−1
× |e|−(	+q+1)/2 exp
[
−1
2
tr(−1e A)
]
× ||(s−q−1)/2 exp
[
−1
2
tr(B)
]
.
Hence, writing K(> 0) for a generic constant which does not depend on any unknown
parameters,
(,e, ,|y)  K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
× |e|−(n+	+q+1)/2|In ⊗ −1e +V−1|−1/2|XT CX|−1/2
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× |D − W|q/2c−1(1 − )d−1 exp
[
−1
2
tr(−1e A)
]
× ||(n+s−q−1)/2 exp
[
−1
2
tr(B)
]
.
But, |In⊗−1e +V−1|−1/2 |V−1|−1/2 = |V|1/2 = |D−W|−q/2||−n/2.Also, |XT CX|−1/2
 |XTVX|−1/2. Thus,
(,e, ,|y)  K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
× |e|−(n+	+q+1)/2|XT CX|−1/2
× c−1(1 − )d−1 exp
[
−1
2
tr(−1e A)
]
× ||(s−q−1)/2 exp
[
−1
2
tr(B)
]
.
One now integrate out both  and . The rest of the proof is the same as in previous
sections. 
Appendix D
Proof of Theorem 4. The joint posterior is given by
(, , ,e, , |y)
∝
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
×|e|−n/2 exp
{
−1
2
n∑
i=1
(i − i − Xi)T−1e (i − i − Xi)
}
×
q∏
j=1
⎡
⎣exp(
j n/2) exp
⎧⎨
⎩−exp(
j )2
∑
1 i<ln
wil(ij − lj )2
⎫⎬
⎭
⎤
⎦
×|e|−(	+q+1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr(−1e A)
}
× exp
{
−1
2
T−1 
}
.
As in the previous section, writing zi = (zi1, . . . , ziq)T = i − n (i = 1, . . . , n − 1),
zT = (zT1 , . . . , zTn−1), gi = (i − ¯) − (zi − z¯), integration with respect to n yields
(, , z,e, , |y)
∝
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )
×|e|−(n−1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
n∑
i=1
(gi − (Xi − X¯))T−1e (gi − (Xi − X¯))
}
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×
q∏
j=1
⎡
⎣exp(
j n/2) exp
⎧⎨
⎩−exp(
j )2
∑
1 i<ln
wil(zij − zlj )2
⎫⎬
⎭
⎤
⎦
×|e|−(	+q+1)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr(−1e A)
}
× exp
{
−1
2
T−1 
}
.
Next integrating with respect to  and writing K(> 0) for a generic constant, one gets
(, z,e, , |y)  K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )|∗|1/2
×
q∏
j=1
⎡
⎣exp(
j n/2) exp
⎧⎨
⎩−exp(
j )2
∑
1 i<ln
wil(zij − zlj )2
⎫⎬
⎭
⎤
⎦
× |e|−(	+n+q)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr(−1e A)
}
× exp
{
−1
2
T−1 
}
,
where as before −1∗ =
∑n
i=1(Xi − X¯)T−1e (Xi − X¯).
Now integrating with respect to z, one gets
(,e, |y)  K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )|∗|1/2
q∏
j=1
exp(
j /2)
× exp(−T−1 /2)|e|−(	+n+q)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr(−1e A)
}
.
Next integrating with respect to 
, and using the ﬁniteness of the mgf of a multivariate
normal distribution, one gets
(,e|y)  K
∏
i,j
p(yij |ij )|∗|1/2|e|−(	+n+q)/2 exp
{
−1
2
tr−1e A
}
The rest of the proof is the same as in the previous sections. 
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